Ideal Small Area Fogger
FOG Propane Powered Mosquito Foggers are portable, small area thermal foggers designed for the economical fogging of outdoor areas. When used with a suitable insecticide, this fogger can clear outdoor areas of mosquitoes, flies, black flies, gnats and moths for hours, day or night.

Why Use A Thermal Fogger?
Thermal foggers create a thick fog that gets into the spaces and voids to kill unseen insects. Allows effective treatment of bushes, woodpiles, crawlspaces, etc. Thermal fog carries much farther than cold aerosol applied by a spray can or ULV cold fogger. With thermal fog you can see the places you have already treated, saving time and money.

Applications
Fog these areas for a variety of nuisance insects;
- Lawns, gardens, bushes and landscaping
- Patios, decks, gazebos
- Around outdoor pools, hot tubs, ponds
- Garages, sheds, car ports, boat docks
- Crawl spaces, eaves, awnings
- Fog any solution made for propane foggers

Need ‘Bug Juice’ for your fogger? Contact Nixalite of America Inc

Always read, understand and follow the instructions provided with any fogger, sprayer or chemical. If you have any questions on fogging or spraying systems, please contact Nixalite® of America Inc